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And the Son-though obviously the champion of the battle-was decreed to be victorious by the Almighty, and
did not necessarily experience the sort of spiritual change or adventure like the other characters. Milton had
been a supporter of Cromwell and had strongly advocated the execution of Charles I in see the Open
University's site on the English Civil War  The demons build a capital, Pandemonium, with a palace and a
throne for Satan, contrasting with God's throne in Heaven. Satan has taken control, but in actuality all the
fallen angels are essentially the same, a point made clear when they are all turned into snakes and both their
importance in the universe and their degrees in Hell vanish. Aristotle divided the cosmic sphere into two
distinct regions, made of different stuff and operating according to different principles. The great image in
Paradise Lost is of the Son, a celestial architect with a golden compass, plotting out the universe in which
Earth will exist. God was on top and everything was peaceful. The subsequent movements of both Satan and
the guardians of Paradise are explained in Books IV and IX with detailed astronomical references. The chain
remains, although at the end of Paradise Lost, a wide bridge across Chaos connects Hell to Earth. And even
the ten-book structure of the edition, according to John Leonard, "might owe something to English tragedy,
forming five dramatic acts of two books each" Introduction to PL xi. Theologically then, Milton was a
Unitarian, though he never develops this viewpoint in Paradise Lost. But, in relation to each other, Adam is
superior both in intellect and ability. Through the years, critics have argued confidently about Milton's view of
this debate, though these same critics have often been in disagreement concerning which side Milton accepted.
Instead of taking Satan's view of utter despair and want of death and eternal unconsciousness, Adam and Eve
decide to take a submissive place in God's plan. But the most interesting point about Milton? Had Adam and
Eve not fallen, there is a sense that at least metaphorically the chain would have slowly pulled Earth up to
Heaven so the two places could merge. While scientific arguments, such as a heliocentric universe, offer
positive contributions to his revolutionary political theory, Milton hesitates before the theological
ramifications. The scientific questions concerning the universe were questions still hotly debated in Milton's
time. However, the pivotal difference comes later, when the actual consideration of possible
choices-freedom-relents to create in Man hope, as opposed to Satan, who remains in "desperate revenge. If her
transgression is kept secret from God, Eve's augmented knowledge might increase Adam's love for her, and
perhaps cause her to be more equal or even superior to Adam. The idea that the entire universe is hierarchical
was basic to all thought in the seventeenth century. But Stanley Fish presents a different theory: his thesis is
that Milton deliberately lets Satan seduce not only Adam and Eve, but the reader as well. Deceiving Uriel,
regent of the sun, he flies down to Eden. These writers proclaimed the sphericity of the earth, discussed its
circumference, and defined its climatic zones and division into continents.


